USSOCOM/JAIC Virtual Venture Day
Focus: Artificial Intelligence
Starting June 22

- Trusted Capital will co-host an artificial intelligence (AI)-focused Virtual Venture Day with U.S. Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) and the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC).
- JAIC integrates technology development, with requisite policies, knowledge and processes, to ensure long-term success and scalability for DoD artificial intelligence.
- AI sectors of influence operations and small maneuver will be represented:
  - Autonomous Vehicles
  - Machine Vision and Image Recognition
  - Machine Learning
  - Robotics and Scale Automation
  - Navigation System
  - Language processing and recognition

2020 Trusted Capital Events

Army Virtual Venture Days
Futures Command xTechSearch: March
Futures Command - COVID focus: June
Futures Command/AUSA: October

Air Force Virtual Venture Days
AFWERX SxSW: March
AFWERX - COVID focus: July
AFWERX/Air Force Life Cycle Management Center – Dual-use innovation: August

USSOCOM/JAIC Virtual Venture Day
Artificial Intelligence focus: June 22

Background
- Trusted Capital is co-hosting a series of events designed to convene DoD-critical companies and capital providers aligned with our national security interests
- Trusted Capital is collaborating across Navy, Army, Air Force, and SOF pitch day events
- The goal is to facilitate funding of companies with critical technology to provide risk mitigation against adversarial influence in supply chains and funding channels
- Potential participants will undergo the due diligence required to pass a national security review for entrance into the Trusted Capital Venture Day and Trusted Capital Marketplace

ADVANTAGES OF PARTICIPATION IN TRUSTED CAPITAL

CAPITAL PROVIDERS
- Access to potential deal flow from a trusted network of suppliers
- Enhanced visibility into sectors and companies vital to national security
- Engagement with companies that have potential partnership opportunities with DoD

COMPANIES
- Access to Defense Industrial Base demand and pre-screened capital
- Improved supply chain visibility
- Provides critical companies with access to the speed and scale of private capital while leveraging extensive business acumen

Trusted Capital POC: Trusted Capital Inbox, trustedcapitalinfo@u.group; website: www.businessdefense.gov/Trusted-Capital